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Level: intermediate / Time of execution: 2 hours
Artist: Mathias Braun
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Aquarelle - Travailler un portrait en aquarelle

Some simple formulas can help you put
expression in a face with watercolors: working in a large format and making use of white spaces, for
example. Your challenge: learn how to handle proportions, because you will tend (at least to begin with...) to
enlarge some aspects (eyes or mouth) and reduce others (ears, neck, forehead, hair). Finally, to best convey
the model's personality, remember to represent him or her down to the shoulders: this allows you to show
where the head fits, and to give it an attitude, even a familiar expression.
Material
Paper: Canson® Montval® 200 g/(m)2 - fine grained.
Colors: Rembrandt® primary yellow, red, purple, ultramarine blue, emerald green and burnt sienna
watercolors in pots.
Pencils and paintbrushes: 1 very well sharpened, medium (HB) pencil or 1 fine mechanical pencil
(0.5 mm), 1 wash brush, 1 medium round pointed (squirrel) paintbrush, 1 fine round pointed brush
(sable) for finishing.
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Aquarelle
- Réaliser un rapide crayonné du sujet

Step 1
Réaliser un rapide crayonné du sujet.
Do a quick pencil sketch of the subject.
Use the pencil (which needs to be perfectly sharpened so you can draw as precisely and lightly as possible),
do a quick detailed sketch of the facial contours, then of the neck and shoulders). Insert recognizable aspects:
eyes, nose and mouth. Finish with the ears and hair. Make sure to erase any mistakes.
Note: avoid being too specific with details (eyelashes, eyebrows, pupil, iris etc.) because you'll be doing
them in watercolors.

Aquarelle - Poser un lavis pour apporter au visage tonalité et volume
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Step 2
Applying a wash to give the face tone and volume.
Prepare a fairly large amount of wash (you'll be using it again later): primary yellow and a bit more red (to
make light orange). Dilute considerably before applying the color.
Add color to areas where the face is shaded; leave some white spaces in lighted areas.
Your gestures are what shape the face and give it expression: don't fill it in all the way. Instead, add color to
various areas, but don't hesitate to go outside the pencil sketch contours.

Aquarelle - Marquer les ombres et les zones plus sombres
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Step 3
Mark shading and darker areas. Reuse the preceding mix, apply it, still using the wash brush, but less

diluted: the colors should be denser.
Add the facial shadows, the shadow cast by the nose, and work on the hair. Leave some white spaces in
areas where light reflects.
Tip: soften the shadows' contour to make them more realistic. Right after applying color, run the cleaned,
still moist paintbrush over the edges of that particular area.

Aquarelle - Affiner les détails du visage
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Step 4
Refine the facial details.
Prepare a wash by mixing red with a dash of purple. Work with the medium round pointed brush, making
sure, once again, not to define the pencil sketch too much.
1. The mouth: add more or less diluted touches, depending on where the light is reflecting. To make it
look like it is glowing, leave a white space in the middle of the lower lip.
The eyes: use the same wash, diluting it a little more. Add color, still making sure not to shut in the forms,
because leaving little white spaces is part of creating volume. Those spaces correspond to raised areas
where light reflects the most.

Aquarelle - Renforcer la masse des cheveux
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Step 5
Developing the hair.
Prepare a thick, pure yellow wash. Use the wash brush to apply it with a sure gesture to the hair: don't be
afraid to go outside the lines; treat it as a general area to be defined later. Quickly sketch the eyebrows the
same way. Remember to leave some areas of the underlying color visible.

Aquarelle - Traiter les détails de la chevelure
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Step 6
Doing details of the hair.
Prepare a red and purple based wash, with a dab of ultramarine blue (to strengthen the mix). The resulting
color should be thick. Paint little dabs with the wash brush.
Use the fine round pointed brush for detail areas: Strands of hair, eyebrows.

Aquarelle - Traiter le pull et les yeux
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Step 7
Doing the pullover and eyes.
Prepare a mix of emerald green and ultramarine blue (a tone complementing the one used for doing the skin:
for a fairly strong contrast).
1)

The pullover: dilute the color and paint it on quickly.
2. The eyes: apply the same color with the medium round paintbrush. Note: leave a clear white space to
show the light reflecting in the eye. This reflection is what gives the portrait its sparkling, live look, so
it needs to be done very carefully.
3. The pullover: quickly paint shadows to add volume. Use the wash brush to apply the same color, this
time less diluted.

Aquarelle - Fignoler le regard
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Step 8
Carefully adding finishing touches to eyes.
Work with the fine round pointed brush.
1. The iris: use the rest of the mixture to add shadows to the pullover, draw the contours of the iris and its
upper part (where the eyelashes are casting their shadow). Remember to leave some white spaces.
2. The eyelashes and pupil: prepare a slightly diluted mix of purple, a hint of Sienna and a hint of blue.
By using a strong purplish shade, you can keep the overall tone light (unlike black). Do the pupil
lightly, leaving some white space. For the eyelashes: start from the eyelid and draw them with a
flowing gesture, for a tapered stroke.

Aquarelle - Renforcer les ombres et les parties sombres
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Step 9
Develop the shadows and dark parts. Here, it is better to use a pure, slightly diluted color instead of a dark
shade: prepare a mix of pure red and (just a hint of) purple.
Use the fine round pointed brush to develop any shadows that are not strong enough with light paint strokes:
the corner of the mouth, the base of the chin, the nostrils, ears, crow's-feet etc.

Aquarelle - Astuce - portrait
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Tip
You can always rework the shadows while finishing your piece, to bring everything into balance: the base of
the chin, the shadow cast by the lock of hair on the forehead etc. Just use the same wash as in step 9, still
with the round pointed brush, but dilute it some more this time.
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Canson® Montval®
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See also
Watercolor: Seascape under stormy sky
Peindre une marine sous un ciel tourmenté en aquarelle
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A seascape under a stormy sky, with its strong contrasts, is an excellent exercise for learning to hone your
effects: Transparency, shading, reflections, the interplay of shadow and light, motion, etc. Can be reused
with any subject!
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Watercolor: Painting trees
Peindre des Arbres en aquarelle
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Intro: A weeping willow is very graphic and especially nice to work with. To represent it, you need to
observe it from every angle. Doing so will add that characteristic dash of charm and romanticism to your
landscapes!
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